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2side of Eq. (2) under the constraint (1). In general, the
error-minimizing optimization problem is a highly non-
trivial task.
II. SOLUTION IN TWO DIMENSIONS
To enable simple analytical solutions, we restrict our-
selves to the case when the N linearly dependent states
span only a two-dimensional Hilbert space. We note that
for three linearly dependent states this is always the case.
First, we show that in the two-dimensional case it is pos-




by two projection operators onto orthonormal states ji

























. Expanding a par-
ticular state j i as j i = cos jv
1
i + sin jv
2
i, where a
possible relative phase factor has been included into the
denition of jv
2
i, we arrive at
h j
1
j i = jhj ij
2
; (3)
























in the same way the representation
h j
0




j i = jhj ij
2
; (4)





















= 1 for an arbitrary
state, j 
k














1 has to be fullled. This only holds
true when in the representations of ji and ji opposite





ing to the orthonormality conditions hji = hji = 1
and hji = 0. Therefore, in a two-dimensional Hilbert
space the optimization problem posed by Eqs. (1) and
(2) can be reduced to the problem of nding the specic
























which follows when 
1





substituted into Eq. (2). Comparing this to the spectral
representation of the detection operators, introduced be-










= 0 follows. Once the optimum detection state is
known, the maximum achievable probability of correctly
assigning a quantum state to one of the two subsets, as
well as the two detection operators necessary to perform
the optimized measurement, are uniquely determined.
To solve the optimization problem, it is convenient to




























For Eq. (5) to be valid, we have to assume that all N
given states lie in a two-dimensional subspace, spanned
by the states j 
1
i and j 
2
i, or j 
1
i and jvi, respectively.
Since hvjvi = 1 and h 
1
jvi = 0, the states j 
1
i and jvi














































i, taking into account that 
2
= 0 because
of the specic denition of the state jvi. Similarly, we
represent the detection state, ji, as




















Eq. (10) accounts for all possible states in the two-
dimensional Hilbert space of interest provided that both
' and  are variables in the interval [0; ). The error-
minimization problem is then reduced to nding those
values of ' and  in Eq. (11) that maximize the proba-
bility P
M(N)
('; ) in Eq. (5).
The solution to this optimization problem is straight-
forward. We begin by inserting Eq. (11) into Eq. (5)
and, by making use of the fact that the a priori proba-













+R cos(2')+ jQj sin(2') cos( 
Q
); (12)
















































































The conditions for an extremum, @P
M(N)
=@' = 0 and
@P
M(N)
=@ = 0, hold for ' = '
e
























, respectively. Note that cos(2'
e
) and R
have the same sign while sin(2'
e
) is always positive.




corresponds to the maximum of
P
M(N)




















The corresponding detection state, onto which a pro-
jection has to be performed in a measurement scheme













As applications of this general expression, we discuss
two special cases. First, the solution can be cast to a
considerably simpler form when the states are real. Real
states have been considered before [12] in a dierent con-
text. In this case the parameters of the optimum detec-
tion state, ji, can be calculated very easily. Both R and
Q are real, yielding 
e
= 0 if Q  0 or  if Q < 0. The
maximum probability of determining correctly to which
of the two complementary subsets a state belongs is given

























































where, in the last step, we made use of the relation re-
sulting from Eq. (9) with 
k
= 0 and all the overlaps are
assumed real.
As our second example, we consider the case of three
arbitrary but linearly dependent states, N = 3. Choosing






= 1 into account in Eq.

















The evaluation of jQj is greatly facilitated if we notice
that the rst sum on the r.h.s. of Eq. (14) has only one
term and this term vanishes. A straightforward evalu-














































For this case the parameters of the optimum detection







jQj=R, with jQj and R substituted from the above equa-
tions. We do not give here a more explicit expression
for 
e
because it is slightly involved and enters only the
detection states but not the nal result for the maximum
probability. Inserting the above values of jQj and R into














































This expression describes the maximum attainable prob-
ability of correctly distinguishing the state j 
1
i from the




ig. The minimumerror probability






. As expected, the result
is independent of the individual phase factors of the given
states, and for 
3
= 0 it reduces to the pioneering for-
mula [4] for minimum-error discrimination between only
two non-orthogonal states.
III. DISCUSSION
With respect to possible applications, the question
arises how the maximumprobability for getting a correct
result in quantum state ltering compares to the maxi-
mum probability for correctly discriminating, by means
of a dierent measurement strategy, between all the given
states individually. In the following we shall explore this
question for a variety of symmetric states.
Let us investigate the set of three symmetric states
j 
k










with k = 1; 2; 3 and 0 <   =4, which are assumed to





denote any two orthonormal basis states. Obviously the
states are linearly dependent and non-orthogonal. Due





















) = 8  9 sin
2
(2). By substituting
these expressions into Eq. (20) and taking into account
that 
k
= 1=3, we nd the minimumerror probability for

















Because of the symmetry, the same expression holds for
distinguishing any other state from the remaining two
states. For comparison, we now consider individual dis-
crimination between all three states. The general formula
for minimum-error discrimination between N symmetric
states, derived in Ref. [6], has been recently applied by







(j sinj + j cos j)
2
for cor-
rectly distinguishing each state individually. From this

















() is found to vary between
0.5 for  = 0 or =4, and the maximum value 0.56 for
  =12. When  approaches zero, the physical dier-
ence between the states vanishes and the respective mini-
mum error probabilities, corresponding to random guess-
ing, are twice as large as those for  = =4, when both
kinds of minimum error probabilities take their smallest
possible values. These values are equal to 1/3 when all
three states are discriminated individually, and to 1/6
when only one of the states is distinguished.
The same values of the respective minimumerror prob-
abilities also result for the set of equally probable real



























i) which are known as the





to a single photon and represent horizontal and vertical
linear polarization, respectively, these states have been
used to verify experimentally the theoretical result 1/3
for the minimumerror probability in individual state dis-
crimination [10]. On the other hand, from Eq. (20) with

k
= 1=3 we easily nd that the minimum error proba-
bility for distinguishing the state j 
1
i alone is only 1/6.
By using tan(2'
e
) = jQj=R and Eq. (10) with  = 0,
the proper projection state, j
e
i, is found to be ju
1
i.
Hence the corresponding quantum-state-ltering experi-
ment for single photons could be performed with the help
of a polarizing beam splitter that transmits the horizon-
tal component and reects the vertical one, or vice versa,
as it is immediately expected in view of the symmetry of
the problem.
In conclusion, we remark that it is straightforward to
generalize our basic equation (2) in order to account for
discrimination between more than two subsets. However,
since the detection operators always have to resolve the
identity, they cannot be represented by projection opera-
tors onto orthogonal states if their number is larger than
the dimensionality of the underlying Hilbert space. The
measurement therefore would be a generalized [14] mea-
surement in this case. The same applies if the number of
detection operators is smaller than the number of dimen-
sions of the Hilbert space, as it happens if, e. g., Eq. (2)
is applied to three linearly independent states. Finally it














jj)] for the minimumerror prob-












































j, the expressions ensu-
ing from P
E
for the cases we are interested in indeed
conrm our results, without yielding the optimum detec-
tion operators, however.
To summarize, we derived the measurement strategy
that minimizes the error probability for discriminating
between two complementary subsets of a set of N non-
orthogonal quantum states spanning a two-dimensional
Hilbert space. The corresponding measurement is found
to be a standard von-Neumann measurement, projecting
onto two orthonormal states that have been determined
in the paper. Assuming arbitrary a priori probabilities of
the N linearly dependent non-orthogonal states, we ob-
tained a general analytical expression for the minimum
error probability or, equivalently, for the maximumprob-
ability of obtaining a correct result. As special cases of
this general result, we gave explicit expressions for the
case of N real states, Eq. (15), and for three arbitrary
states, Eq. (20).
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